
Running-based pre-season





Football-based pre-season

Prepare the first 2 matches!



SSG in Football





30 m × 20 m 
  
40 m × 30 m 
  
50 m × 40 m?

4 x 4



Tactical dependency



Can the small-sided games 
also be used to improve 
tactical performance?



The blind men and the elephant



11x11



2x3

3x4

2x2

Different groups?
Different space-time conditions?
Different perceptive environment?



2x3

2x3

3x3

Different groups?
Different space-time conditions?
Different perceptive environment?



Several perspectives



AGENTS AS UNIT
MESO TASKS

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS

COMPETITION 11X11  
MACRO TASK

REPRESENTATIVENESS 

plan

practice play

CONFRONTATIONS

MICRO TASKS



11x11

TACTICAL REPRESENTATIVENESS 

SSG

Increase the quantity/specificity of environment information

=

Technical Drills

More technical actions executed

Running

More controlled physiological responses

Organizational Drills

Fine-tune how environmental information is perceived





Size 
Shape 

….

Number 
Size 

Weight 
….

Allow 
Forbid 

….
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….
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….



Unpredictable?



but	trainable…by	improving	the	adaptation	to	

environmental	changes…probably	not	by	repeating	

rule-orientated	behaviours



Small-sided games

Complex, dynamic, non-linear, non-specific 
constraints…quite open tasks and possibilities





Ability to explore, perceive and act with ordered and 
disordered environments



Creativity

…is not a 
talent it’s a 

way of 
operating.

Practice…. 
Practice…. 
Practice…. 
Practice….
Practice…. 
Practice….
Practice…. 
Practice….

John Cleese













“ Freedom is 
not worth if it 

does not 
include the 
freedom to 

make 
mistakes.”
Mahatma 

Gandhi







More traditional training approaches also kill 
creativity!

Eliminate errors…no risks…

Low variability…low adaptation…

Too much specificity…

Too much predictability…



Small-sided games

Some research-based considerations…



area/player = 150 m2

2-a-side, 28 × 21 m
3-a-side, 35 × 26 m
4-a-side, 40 × 30 m
5-a-side, 44 × 34 m



Results



Distance to centroid
4 to 8 meters...

Different perception demands...

Different skill execution...passing 
to an open player at 5m or at 8 
m...

Results

Randomness
More players...decreased 
randomness...

Distance to opponents’ centroid
5 to 10 meters...

Different perception demands...

Anticipating a pass performed at 6 
m or at 9 m...



Effects of pacing, status and unbalance in time 
motion variables, heart rate and tactical behaviour 
when playing 5-a-side football small-sided games



Game pace
...compare time-motion variables, heart rate and players' tactical behaviour 

according to game pace in 5-a-side games.  

…to identify the most discriminating variables in classifying performances 

according to these constraints. 

Slow Normal Fast



Post-hoc differences are: (a) between slow and normal paced games; (b) between slow and fast paced games and (c) between normal and fast paced 

games.* Discriminant structure coefficient above |0.30| in function one (85.8 % of the variance).

In fast pacing...higher 
randomness for the same 
distances!

5-a-side
60 m × 40 m pitch size
5 min duration

Distance covered at several speeds, total distance covered, time spent in heart rate zones and 

collective positional variables according to game pace. 



Numerical unbalance and 
status

Superiority (5x4)
Winning
Losing

Inferiority (4x5)
Winning
Losing



a-significant single effect of match status; b-significant single effect of team inequity; c-significant match status × 

team inequity interaction; * Discriminant structure coefficient above |0.30| in function one (96.7 % of the 

variance). † Discriminant structure coefficient above |0.30| in function two (3.3 % of the variance)

Distance covered at several speeds, time spent in heart rate zones, total distance covered and 

collective positional variables according to game status and team unbalance constraints. 

Higher randomness when 
wining and when in 
superiority!

Higher distance to centroid 
when wining and when in 
superiority!

Have to cover more 
distance to win when in 
inferiority, but have to 
cover less distance to win 
when in superiority!



SSG with 6 targetsSSG with 2 targets and goalkeeper

Distance between the CG of each team (DistCG)
Relative stretch index (RelSTI) (i.e., the difference between the stretch index of each team)

Targets



Targets
Defensive pressure … one goal (reducing the number of opportunities for 
attacking, allow defending team to rise on the field and to play closer to 

attacking team). 
Security ball possession … six small goals (increasing the number of 

opportunities for attacking, constraints defending team to retreat on the 
pitch and to increase the distance between teams).

Travassos et al (2014)



Opponents and teammates

Professionals and Amateurs!

How does the number of 
opponents and the number of 

teammates affects physiological 
and positioning variables?

4x3
4x5
4x7



Biological Behavioural



Take home message?
1. Organised disorder, just general 

principles of play. Reach your goals 
with open tasks

2. Impose variability (adaptation)

3. No error…no learning 

4. Limit instruction, be a designer

SSG tactical? 

Creativity?

At least 5-a-side?

Unbalance?

Change the teammates?

Several targets?


